
Although scientists clamour to publish
the results of successful experiments,
they are less excited about trumpet-

ing those that simply confirm the null
hypothesis — that a particular genetic
marker isn’t associated with an inherited
disease, for instance, or that there is no 
difference between mice given a candidate
drug and those in the control group.

Whether a result of an eagerness to move
on — or perhaps, in some instances, a desire
not to reveal to competitors the avenues 
they have been fruitlessly exploring — 
most researchers don’t bother to write up
negative results. Even when they do, journals
might be unreceptive. Unless a paper con-
vincingly overthrows a widely held belief,
negative findings tend to be of less interest
than positive ones.

But what is the cost to science of all 
these data languishing in the bin? How many
postdoc years and scarce grant funds are
wasted on projects that have failed previ-
ously in other labs? And is our scientific
understanding in some cases biased
by a literature that might be inher-
ently more likely to publish a single
erroneous positive finding than
dozens of failed attempts to
achieve the same result?

Answering these questions is
extremely difficult. In some fields,
awareness of negative results tends
to spread rapidly by word of mouth,
even if the data are never published.
If a cell line fails to behave as described
in a high-profile paper, for instance,
the news tends to spread among the
biologists who need to know, whether 
or not anyone actually publishes a paper
refuting the original discovery.

Nevertheless, many researchers inter-
viewed for this article suspect that their
disciplines would benefit if negative results
were to get a public airing. At present, the
obstacles to disseminating negative findings
make it difficult even to assess the extent 
of the problem. “It is hard to see what the 
bottom of the iceberg is like when you are 
sitting on top of the water,” observes Helen
Colhoun, a genetic epidemiologist at 
University College London.

Awareness of the problem is growing.

Over the past few years, a handful of journals
and online repositories dedicated to negative
results have been launched — with varying
degrees of success. In certain fields, some sci-
entists are even arguing that a requirement to
reveal negative results should be made a con-
dition of publishing a positive finding.

Gold standard
In Colhoun’s discipline, the problem is par-
ticularly acute. The postgenomic era has
seen an explosion of ‘gene association’ stud-
ies, in which researchers screen large num-
bers of people for thousands of genetic
markers. Their aim is to see whether some
of the markers seem to be inherited along-
side a disease, which is taken as evidence
that a gene conferring susceptibility to the
condition lies nearby. But just as gold
prospectors keep the nuggets and throw the

pebbles back into the stream, those engaged
in the new genetic gold-rush tend to report
only positive associations, leaving the rest to
be panned through by others again.

Worse, it turns out that many of the posi-
tive results that have been published may be
errors. Last year, a team led by geneticist Joel
Hirschhorn of the Whitehead Institute for
Biomedical Research in Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, reviewed the literature on 166 com-
mon genetic variants that had been linked to
diseases such as heart disease or acne at least
once, and which had been subject to associa-
tion analysis at least three times. He found
that there were consistent results for only six
of the variants1. This suggests that false posi-
tives and false negatives are all too easy to
come by — and because there tends to be a
bias towards publishing positive associations,
it stands to reason that many genetic links to
disease described in the literature are wrong.

The practice of shelving negative
results also leads to problems in

other fields. Two years ago,
Britain’s Animal Procedures
Committee, which advises the
UK government on its policies
on research involving animals,
raised the concern that scien-
tists may be duplicating
experiments that had already

failed in other labs. The com-
mittee recommended that the

Home Office, the government
department responsible for issuing
licences for animal research,
require its licensees to share their
negative results, possibly through 
a government website. But officials
argued that publishing research find-
ings is not the government’s job, and
the issue remains unresolved.

Non-publication of negative results
may also be skewing the debate over 
the safety of transgenic crops. Trials of
genetically modified plants overwhelm-
ingly reveal no adverse environmental
consequences or health effects, argues

Alan McHughen, a plant biotechnologist
at the University of California, Riverside,

and the results generally go unpublished.
“Journal editors say: ‘So what?’,” McHughen
says. Not that he blames them — he wouldn’t
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want to pick up Nature and read a procession
of negative, unsurprising findings. But as the
trials tend to be catalogued in obscure govern-
ment documents, the public and scientists
outside the field are often unaware of them.

Can anything be done? Clearly, journals
that seek to maximize their visibility will 
continue to publish only high-impact papers.
Occasionally a negative result falls into that
category. On 27 February, Nature published 
a physics paper that ruled out certain types 
of string theory by searching for deviations
from Newton’s inverse-square law and find-
ing none2.And The Lancet recently published
a large study that failed to confirm a previous
hypothesis that certain versions of the gene
for apolipoprotein E make smokers more
susceptible to heart disease3.

Positive steps
But these are exceptions. To handle the
steady stream of lower-profile negative
findings, some scientists are setting up their
own publishing efforts — with mixed
results. Bjorn Olsen, a cell biologist at Har-
vard Medical School, for instance, estab-
lished the Journal of Negative Results in
Biomedicine (JNRBM) last year. The main
requirement is that the results be repro-
ducible. Beyond that, anything biomedical
goes, from failed clinical trials to reagents
that don’t work as advertised.

Submissions to the JNRBM, which is 
published online by London-based BioMed
Central, go out for peer review only if they are
deemed interesting by the journal’s editorial
board. This should prevent the JNRBM from
becoming a laundry list of experiments with
predictably negative outcomes, says Olsen.
Since the journal went live in November,it has
received 11 submissions,7 of which have gone
out for review. Three of these have been

accepted and two are now online,Olsen says.
A modest beginning, perhaps, but better

than a similar effort in computer science,
set up in 1997. In an article4 in the Journal of
Universal Computer Science, editorial board
member Lutz Prechelt of the University of
Karlsruhe in Germany announced a new sec-
tion of the journal to be called the Forum for
Negative Results (FNR). He argued that
valuable insights in computer engineering
are lost when people discard their failed solu-
tions to problems, rather than reporting
them. But since then, there has not been a
single submission, leaving Prechelt to sus-
pect that computer scientists just don’t like
facing their failures. “Maybe I should write
up a submission to FNR describing the con-
cept as a negative result,”he jokes.

Another publication that encourages the
submission of negative findings is a new
biotechnology journal.The Paris-based Inter-
national Society for Biosafety Research, of
which McHughen is a board member,recently
launched Environmental Biosafety Research as
a forum for publishing field trials of trans-
genic crops, including the majority that show
nothing alarming or surprising. The first
issue, which appeared in October, included
four research articles, one of which reported
the negative result that an insecticide-produc-
ing maize did not harm non-target species.

Although journals may be part of the
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answer, they won’t work well for fields such
as gene association, in which negative results
outweigh positives by orders of magnitude.
“No one can read 150 papers and remember
what they read,”says Colhoun.

In such cases, presentation of negative
findings in a more abbreviated form on the
Internet seems the obvious answer. To this
end, Colhoun has assembled a group of col-
leagues to discuss possible approaches, with
a view to publishing the results of their delib-
erations in The Lancet, which has taken an
interest in the issue. One important issue is
ensuring that sufficient experimental details
are provided to allow negative results to be
interpreted.Colhoun’s group is, for instance,
considering recommending something akin
to the MIAME (minimum information
about a microarray experiment) standards
established last year to aid the comparison of
gene-expression studies using DNA chips.

Still, the availability of an online database
into which scientists can deposit their 
negative results does not guarantee that it will
be used, as Scott Kern has found. A cancer
researcher at Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine in Baltimore, Maryland,
Kern set up NOGO,which stands for the Jour-
nal of Negative Observations in Genetic Oncol-
ogy, on his website six years ago. Although
styled as a journal, NOGO is a repository for
brief reports of negative results, including
those that have been published elsewhere.
When he set up the site, Kern provided a sim-
ple form for submitting negative results about
genes suspected to be involved in cancer,
approached colleagues at meetings and dis-
tributed flyers. Reactions were very positive,
but contributions never rose above a trickle.

So one of the tasks Colhoun has set for her
working group is to come up with a system of
carrots and sticks to prise out negative data
from the genetic-epidemiology community.
One idea might be for journals publishing
positive findings to require authors to make
any negative data available as a condition of
publishing a positive gene association, says
Mark McCarthy, one of Colhoun’s col-
leagues at University College London, and a
member of her working group.

Whether journal editors will buy into that
idea is unclear. But McCarthy is optimistic
that a cultural shift is under way.“People are
starting to realize the benefit of looking at
other people’s negative data,”he says. n

Jonathan Knight writes for Nature from San Francisco.
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Helen Colhoun and Scott Kern believe researchers would benefit from greater access to negative results.

No one wants 
to pick up a

journal and read a
procession of negative,
unsurprising results.
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